In this paper we deal with circulant and partitioned into n-by-n circulant blocks matrices and introduce spectral results concerning this class of matrices. The problem of finding lists of complex numbers corresponding to a set of eigenvalues of a nonnegative block matrix with circulant blocks is treated. Along the paper we call realizable list if its elements are the eigenvalues of a nonnegative matrix. The Guo's index λ 0 of a realizable list is the minimum spectral radius such that the list (up to the initial spectral radius) together with λ 0 is realizable. The Guo's index of block circulant matrices with circulant blocks is obtained, and in consequence, necessary and sufficient * Corresponding author
A brief review and some tools
In this section we present a brief resume related to nonnegative inverse eigenvalue problem (NIEP). Recall that a square matrix A = (a ij ) is nonnegative (A ≥ 0) if and only if a ij ≥ 0, for each i, j = 1, . . . , n. For more background material on nonnegative matrices see for example [3] . The NIEP is the problem of determining necessary and sufficient conditions for a list of complex numbers to be the spectrum of an n-by-n nonnegative matrix A. If a list σ is the spectrum of a nonnegative matrix A, then σ is realizable and the matrix A realizes σ (or, that is a realizing matrix for the list). This is a hard problem and it is considered by many authors since more than 50 years ago. This problem was firstly considered by Suleȋmanova [37] in 1949. Many partial results were found but the problem is still unsolved for n ≥ 5. For n = 3 it was solved in [22] and for matrices of order n = 4 the problem was solved in [26] and [25] . In its general form it has been studied in e.g. [5, 11, 14, 19, 20, 22, 35, 36] . There are some variants of this problem namely for instance, the one called symmetric nonnegative inverse eigenvalue problem, SNIEP, (when the nonnegative realizing matrix is required to be symmetric). This is also an open problem and some work on this can be seen in [9, 15, 23, 34] . Another variants of the original problem is the question for which lists of n real numbers can occur as eigenvalues of an n-by-n nonnegative matrix and it is called real nonnegative inverse eigenvalue problem (RNIEP). Some results can be seen in e.g. [4, 8, 28, 30, 33] . The structured NIEP is an analogous problem to NIEP where the realizing matrix must be structured, for instance, the matrix can be symmetric, Toeplitz, Hankel, circulant, normal, etc. see in [9, 24, 27] and the reference therein.
To not be so extensive on the description of this problem the reader must refer to some surveys on NIEP, for instance in [13] and in the references therein.
Throughout the text, C k and σ (A) denote the set of complex k-tuples and of the eigenvalues of a square matrix A, respectively. Also ρ(A) denotes the spectral radius of A. Here, the identity matrix of order n is denoted by I n and if the order of the identity matrix can be easily deduced then it is just denoted by I.
Since a nonnegative matrix is real, its characteristic polynomial must have real coefficients and then {λ 0 , . . . , λ n−1 } = σ = σ = {λ 0 , . . . , λ n−1 }, where λ stands for the complex conjugate of λ ∈ C.
Therefore consider the following definition:
Definition 1. The complex n-tuple (λ 0 , . . . , λ n−1 ) is closed under conjugation if the condition {λ 0 , . . . , λ n−1 } = {λ 0 , . . . , λ n−1 },
holds.
The Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices [3, 12] plays in this problem an important role. The theory provides several and nice important necessary conditions for the NIEP. See below some of these conditions resumed. Here s k (σ) = n−1 i=0 λ k i is called the k-th moment. Some necessary conditions for the list σ = (λ 0 , . . . , λ n−1 ) of complex numbers to be the spectrum of a nonnegative matrix are:
1. The spectral radius, max {|λ| : λ ∈ σ(A)}, called the Perron eigenvalue, belongs to σ. 2. The list σ is closed under complex conjugation.
The last condition was proved by Johnson [14] and independently by Loewy and London [22] .
The following fundamental theorem was proven in [11] and in its statement it is introduced formally the notion of Guo's index. such that the list (λ, λ 1 , . . . , λ n−1 ) is realizable by an n-by-n nonnegative matrix A if and only if λ ≥ λ 0 . Furthermore, λ 0 ≤ 2n max 1≤j≤n−1 |λ j |.
The next lemma due to T. Laffey and H.Šmigoc, [21] , allows to show that the companion matrix of a certain polynomial f (x) is nonnegative. In fact, in order to do that the lemma proves that all but the leading coefficients of the polynomial f (x) are less than or equal to zero.
Lemma 3.
[21] Let t be a nonnegative real number and let λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n−1 be complex numbers with real parts less than or equal to zero, such that the list (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n−1 ) is closed under complex conjugation. Let
Then, the condition α 2 ≤ 0 implies that α j ≤ 0, for j = 3, . . . , n − 1.
The following definition generalizes the concept of circulant matrix.
Definition 4.
A square matrix of order n with n ≥ 2 is called a permutative matrix or permutative when all its rows (up to the first one) are permutations of precisely its first row.
This concept was introduced in [27] . The spectra of a class of permutative matrices was studied in [24] . In particular, spectral results for matrices partitioned into 2-by-2 symmetric blocks were presented and, using these results sufficient conditions on a given list to be the list of eigenvalues of a nonnegative permutative matrix were obtained and the corresponding permutative matrices were constructed. Here, in [24] , it was introduced the concept of permutatively equivalent matrix.
Definition 5. [24]
Let τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) be an n-tuple whose elements are permutations in the symmetric group S n , with τ 1 = id. Let a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ C n . Define the row-vector,
and consider the matrix
An n-by-n matrix A is called τ -permutative if A = τ (a) for some n-tuple a.
Definition 6.
[24] If A and B are τ -permutative by a common vector τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) then, they are called permutatively equivalent.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce some concepts and results related with circulant matrices and block circulant matrices. In particular, we give a new necessary and sufficient condition for the list σ = (λ 1 , −a + bi, −a − bi, . . . , −a + bi, −a − bi) with a > 0, b > 0 to be the spectrum of a nonnegative circulant matrix. This result improves the one proved in [31, Proposition 4] . We also refer the importance of circulant matrices and block circulant matrices in some applied areas. In Section 3 we present spectral results for matrices partitioned into blocks where each block is a square circulant matrix of order n then, the spectral results are applied to structured NIEP and SNIEP. In Section 4 some properties of a matrix partitioned into blocks with a certain structure are found using some already known structure on matrices of smaller size. Finally at Section 5 it is established the Guo's index for block circulant matrices with circulant blocks. Throughout the paper some illustrative examples are presented.
Circulant matrices and block circulant matrices
The class of circulant matrices and their properties are introduced in [7] . In [18] it was presented a spectral decomposition of four types of real circulant matrices. Among others, right circulants (whose elements topple from right to left) as well as skew right circulants (whose elements change their sign when toppling) were analyzed. The inherent periodicity of circulant matrices means that they are closely related to Fourier analysis and group theory.
Let a = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) T ∈ R m be given.
Definition 7. [7, 18] A real right circulant matrix (or simply, circulant matrix), is a matrix of the form
where each row is a cyclic shift of the row above to the right.
The matrix A (a) is clearly determined by its first row. Therefore, the above circulant matrix is also sometimes denoted by circ(a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) or, in a more simple way by (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ). The next concepts can be seen in [18] . The entries of the unitary discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix F = (f pq ) are given by
where
The following results characterize the circulant spectra.
and
Corollary 9. Let a defined as in Theorem 8 and consider
Then,
The next proposition obtains the Guo's index of some spectra and it is a generalization of the result obtained by O. Rojo and R. Soto in [31, Proposition 4].
Proposition 11. Consider the complex list of n elements
Then, σ is realizable by an n-by-n matrix A if and only if
Proof. Let s ≥ 0 and consider σ ′ = {(n − 1)(a + s), −(a + s) + bi, −(a + s) − bi, . . . , −(a + s) + bi, −(a + s) − bi}. We claim that there exists an s ≥ 0 such that a companion matrix
In fact, for the characteristic polynomial of B we have
and from the Newton identities, [13] ,
As B must be nonnegative, from Lemma 3 it is required that −b 2 (σ) ≤ 0 or,
Therefore, σ is realizable by the matrix A = B + sI ≥ 0 if and only if λ 1 ≥ (n − 1)a + ns, which shows the result.
Remark 12.
Notice that the condition in (8) is also a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a circulant nonnegative matrix equals to the matrix below.
with spectrum σ = {λ 1 , −a + bi, −a − ib, . . . , −a + ib, −a − ib}.
Definition 13. A block circulant matrix is a matrix in the following form
where A i are n-by-n arbitrary matrices.
The partitioned into blocks matrices have particular importance in many areas. We refer here for instance Engineering, see [16] where the authors study forced vibration of symmetric structures. They present a method to calculate the eigenvectors of these matrices and then from the discrete structure they establish relationships for continuum structures. After discussing the dynamics aspects of the structures they consider subjects from earthquake engineering and spectral analysis from such structures. Moreover, block circulant matrices are used in coding theory. For instance, in [17] the author used the canonical form based in circulant matrices to found many good codes: quadratic residue codes and high quality group codes. Some LDPC codes can also be defined by a matrix partitioned into blocks where each block are circulant matrices [1] . See more applications in coding theory in [10] , and the references therein. More on circulant block matrices with the circulant or factor circulant structure was considered for instance in [2, 6, 32, 38] .
Eigenpairs for square matrices partitioned into circulant blocks
In this section we present spectral results for matrices partitioned into blocks where each block is a circulant matrix of order n. The next theorem is valid in an algebraic closed field K of characteristic 0. For intance, K = C. Theorem 14. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and suppose that A = (A(i, j)) is an mn-by-mn matrix partitioned into n 2 circulant blocks of m-by-m matrices, where for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
where ω is as in (4), then
for k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Proof. The vector e k in (12) , is the (k + 1)-th column of √ nF, where F is the matrix in (3). It is clear that (5) implies that
Let (β, u) with u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ) be an eigenpair of the matrix S k in (14) , and for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, let v j (k) = u j e k .
Since
Therefore, the block vector v k = u ⊗ e k , where ⊗ stands for the Kronecker matrix product (see [12, 39] ) is an eigenvector of A and then, (β, v k ) is an eigenpair of A. Thus, the union in the right hand side in (13) is a subset of σ (A) which has the same cardinally of σ (A). The equality will follow after proving the linear independence of the set
where, for
Moreover, for each k = 0, 1, . . . m − 1 define the following matrix by its columns:
and in an analogous way, consider H (defined by its columns) as follows:
For k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 and j = 1, 2, . . . , n let us set
A null linear combination of the columns of H takes the form
By a routine computation and taking into account (15) and the linear independence of the columns of the matrix F in (3), the last outlined fact implies that
for all t = 1, . . . , n and k = 0, . . . , m − 1. Since, for each k, (16) is a linear system with n equations and n unknowns (namely α(k, 1), . . . , α(k, n)) with coefficients matrix B k , where each matrix B k = (x k (u, v)) 1≤u,v≤n , we obtain α(k, ℓ) = 0, for ℓ = 1, . . . , n and k = 0, . . . , m − 1. Therefore the result follows.
The next result is a direct consequence of (6).
Corollary 15. Let ℓ = 1, . . . , m, and the matrix S ℓ defined as in (14) . Con-
Remark 16. As a consequence of the above results, the matrix A in (11) is nonnegative if and only if for k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, the matrix
is nonnegative and, in this case the matrix S 0 is nonnegative. This latter affirmation is consequence of the following sum: 
Remark 17. Let q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n be the canonical vectors of R n . For
The next result will be important in order to present a constructive criterion.
Theorem 18. For k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, let L k be the matrix defined by (17) and consider A(u, v) as the (u, v) − th circulant block matrix of the matrix A in (11) with 1 ≤ u, v ≤ m. Then
Proof. From equation (18) in Remark 17, it is obtained the equality:
Therefore the statement is verified. From Theorem 14 and Theorem 18 the proof of the following result is clear.
be m n-by-n complex matrices. Then there exists a matrix A ′ partitioned into blocks where each block is circulant and whose spectrum is given by
Proof. has spectrum equal to the set in (19) .
The following example shows that for a given list, there exists a better splitting of this list such that there exists a matrix A that realizes it.
Example 20. Let 1, ω 1 , ω 2 be the three complex cubic root of the unity. This means ω 1 = ω and ω 2 = ω 2 , where ω is as in (4) with m = 3. Consider the list 4, −3, − i and choose the partition of the given set as follows:
Therefore, according to this partition it is possible to obtain matrices
, with eigenvalues 4, −3, , we have:
,
Then, the circulant blocks are:
Therefore, by Theorem 14 we obtain the nonnegative matrix
whose spectrum is 4, −3,
by the above procedure we obtain,
which is not a nonnegative matrix. Therefore, using the previous procedure, the second partition does not allow us to obtain a nonnegative matrix with the given spectrum.
On structured matrices partitioned into circulant blocks matrices
In this section we search conditions to obtain a given structure on a partitioned into blocks matrix A with circulant blocks as in (11) using the structure of the matrices S k in (14) . Here, a matrix partitioned into blocks is called block permutative matrix when all its row blocks ( up to the first one) are permutations of precisely its first row block.
Theorem 21. Let A be the matrix partitioned into blocks as defined in (11) . Let S k be the class of matrices defined in (14) , for k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1. Then 1. If S k is diagonal for k = 0, 1, . . . , m−1, then the matrix A is a diagonal block matrix with circulant blocks.
2.
The matrix A is a block circulant matrix, (see (10) Proof. Suppose that for all ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 the matrices S ℓ are diagonal. We will prove that A = (A (u, v)) is a diagonal block matrix with circulant blocks. It is clear that for u = v, q
Then, for u = v, by Theorem 18, A (u, v) = 0. Thus A is a diagonal block matrix with circulant blocks. Suppose that A is a block circulant matrix with circulant blocks, since the entries of S k follow the distribution of the blocks of A the matrices S k are circulant. Conversely, assume that for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, S k is circulant, then for k = 1, 2, . . . , m the matrix L k defined in (17) is also circulant. Let us suppose that
Thus the matrix A = (A(u, v)) partitioned into blocks is block circulant. Let us suppose now that A is a block permutative matrix. Then there exits a permutation vector
with ν 0 = id, such that ν 1 (1)) A (1, ν 1 (2)) . . . A (1, ν 1 (n)) . . . . . . . . . . . . ν 1 (2) ) . . . s k (1, ν 1 (n)) . . . . . . . . . . . .
this means that the set of matrices S k are permutatively equivalent. Conversely, if S k are permutatively equivalent matrices for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m−1, then the matrix L k defined in (17) is also permutative. Let us suppose that there exist a vector b = (b 1k , b 2k , . . . , b nk ) and a permutation vector as in (20) such that
From now on, in order to simplify the notation and unless we say the contrary, it is written (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) instead of circ (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) . Thus, A can be constructed as follows:
Therefore, A is a block permutative matrix with circulant blocks. In order to prove Item 4., suppose that A is symmetric partitioned into circulant block matrices. Since the entries of S k follow the distribution of the blocks of A then S k is symmetric, for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. Conversely, assume that for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, S k is a symmetric real matrix.
Since for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, s k (u, v) is an eigenvalue of A (u, v), then the circulant matrices A (u, v) have only real eigenvalues, so they should be symmetric (see in [29] ). Moreover, for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, the L k is the matrix defined in (17) and is symmetric. Suppose that
Therefore,
Thus, the matrix A is symmetric.
5. An inverse problem related to block circulant matrices with circulant blocks
In this section we study the Guo index for some structured matrices. Namely, we dedicate our attention to block circulant matrices with circulant blocks, which are a type of permutative matrices. To this purpose we rise to the following inverse problem.
Problem 22. Let q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q m be as in Remark 17 and E = (ε ij ) be an n-by-m matrix where the multiset {E} and is formed by the entries of E is closed under complex conjugation. Suppose that ε 11 is positive and has the largest absolute value among the absolute values of entries of E, the entries of the first column of E are the eigenvalues of a nonnegative circulant matrix S 0 , and for ℓ = 1, . . . , m 2 , Eq ℓ+1 = Eq m−ℓ+1 (21) that is, the entries of the (m − ℓ + 1)-th column of E are the corresponding complex conjugate of the (ℓ + 1)-th column of E, for ℓ = 1, . . . , . Note that for m = 2h the condition in (21) implies that the column Eq h+1 of E has real entries. Which condition (or conditions) is (or are) sufficient for the existence of a nonnegative matrix A partitioned into blocks where each block is a circulant matrix whose spectrum equals to {E}?
In order to give a response to this question one needs to introduce the following DFT matrix
Moreover, it is necessary to define circulant real list.
Definition 23. Given the list Λ = (λ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n−1 ) we say that Λ is a circulant real list if the following conditions hold:
The following result gives the Guo's Index for circulant matrices.
Theorem 24. [29, Theorem 4] Let Λ = (λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n−1 ) be a circulant real list and consider the set P = {α ∈ S n : α (0) = 0 and α (n − k) = n − α (k) , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}} . then necessary and sufficient conditions for Λ to be the spectrum of a real circulant matrix are given by (23) and (24) as follows
whenever n = 2m − 1, and
Reλ α(j) cos 2kjπ m+1
Imλ α(j) sin 2kjπ m+1 (24) whenever n = 2m − 2.
When the matrix is block circulant with circulant blocks we have the following result.
Theorem 25. Let E = (ε ij ) be an n-by-m matrix such that the set formed by its first column is the spectrum of a nonnegative circulant matrix S 0 . The multiset {E} formed by the entries of E is closed under complex conjugation. ε 11 is positive, and has the largest absolute value among the absolute values of the entries of E, and for ℓ = 1, . . . , 
for all k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, then {E} is the spectrum of a nonnegative block circulant matrix A whose blocks are circulant.
Proof. By the conditions of the statement there exists a nonnegative circulant matrix S 0 := circ s 00 , s 10 , . . . , s (n−1)0 whose spectrum is {Eq 1 } (the set of the entries in Eq 1 ). The condition in (25) implies that for ℓ = 1, . . . , m 2 the circulant matrices S ℓ+1 and S m−ℓ whose spectrum are Eq (ℓ+1) and Eq (m−ℓ+1) , respectively, are related by S * ℓ+1 = S m−ℓ+1 . For ℓ = 1, . . . , m − 1, suppose that
The entries of the n-by-n nonnegative circulant matrices can be obtained, using equation (6) and the entries of the sums
Recalling that the linear combination of circulant matrices are circulant, [24] , then the matrices L k in (28) are circulant. Suppose that L k = circ (a 0 (k), . . . , a n−1 (k)) . On the other hand, from the expression of a j (k) and its nonnegativity condition we can write: Now, one can formulate the following question. Under which conditions the multiset {E} formed with the entries of an n-by-m matrix E = (ε ij ) as in Problem 22 is the spectrum of a nonnegative block matrix with circulant blocks. Let us consider the set P = {f : {E} → {E} : f is bijective} Definition 26. The function f ∈ P is said to be E-nonnegative spectrally stable (E-NNSS) if the matrix E (f ) = (f (ε ij )) has the same characteristic of the matrix E. That is equivalent to say that f (ε 11 ) has the maximum absolute value among f (ε ij ) , the first column of E (f ) corresponds to the set of eigenvalues of a nonnegative circulant matrix, the (m − ℓ + 1)-th column of E (f ) is the complex conjugate column of the (ℓ + 1)-th column of E (f ), and then E (f ) q (m−ℓ+1) = E (f )q (ℓ+1) , for ℓ = 1, . . . , For instance:
1. The identity function of E into E is clearly E-NNSS. Considering the multiset formed by the entries of E 3 , 3 is the least Perron root that can be considered because the trace becomes negative if the spectral radius is diminished.
